Abstract. Real-Time Fiber Communications RTFC is a gigabit speed network that has been designed for damage tolerant local area networks. In addition to its damage tolerant c haracteristics, it has several features that make it attractive as a possible interconnection technology for parallel applications in a cluster of workstations. These characteristics include support for broadcast and multicast messaging, memory cache in the network interface card, and support for very ne grain writes to the network cache. Broadcast data is captured in network cache of all workstations in the network providing a distributed shared memory capability. In this paper, RTFC i s introduced. The performance of standard MPI collective communications using TCP protocols over RTFC are evaluated and compared experimentally with that of Fast Ethernet. It is found that the MPI message passing libraries over traditional TCP protocols over RTFC perform well with respect to Fast Ethernet. Also, a new approach that uses direct network cache movement of bu ers for collective operations is evaluated. It is found that execution time for parallel collective communications may be improved via e ective use of network cache.
Introduction
Real-Time Fiber Communications RTFC is a unique local and campus area network with damage tolerant c haracteristics necessary for high availability i n mission critical applications. The RTFC standard 5 has been in development over a period of several years and rst generation products are available through two independent vendors. RTFC arose from the requirements of military surface ship combat systems. Existing communication systems, while fast enough, did not have the necessary fault and damage tolerance characteristics. When constructed in a damage-tolerant con guration, RTFC will automatically recongure itself via a process known as rostering whenever damage to a node, link, or hub occurs.
In addition to its damage-tolerant features, RTFC is a ring that uses a connectionless data-link layer that has minimum overhead 9 . Unlike switched technologies such as Myrinet and ATM that may perform multicast and broadcast ? This work was supported in part by NSF Research Instrumentation Grant 9617384 and by equipment support from Belobox Systems, Inc., Irvine, California.
communications by sending unicast messages to all destinations, RTFC directly supports the multicast and broadcast communications that are important in parallel applications. Therefore, it seems appropriate to explore the advantages that RTFC m a y h a ve in parallel collective communications i.e., those that are variants of broadcast and multicast messaging.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce Real-Time Fiber Communications and to evaluate its applicability for parallel collective operations. The evaluation is based on measurements and experimentation on a cluster of workstations that is interconnected via RTFC. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces Real-Time Fiber Communications, Section 3 describes the experimental workstation and network platform, Section 4 describes the software platform for collective communications, Section 5 gives the measurement results, and Section 6 gives conclusions and a description of related and future work.
Overview of Real-Time Fiber Communications
The basic network topology of RTFC i s a set of nodes that are connected via a hub or switch in a simple star con guration. The nodes form a logical ring, and each node has an assigned number in increasing order around the ring. One physical star forms a single non-redundant fault-tolerant segment. The maximum number of nodes in a segment is 254. The distance from a node to a hub or switch is normally up to 300 meters for 62.5 micro ber-optic media. For applications that do not require high levels of fault tolerance, it is also possible to con gure RTFC as a simple physical ring using only the nodes and the network interface cards in the nodes. At the physical layer RTFC is fully compliant with FC-0 and FC-1 of the Fibre Channel FC-PH speci cation.
The RTFC ring is a variant o f a register insertion ring 1 , and guarantees real-time, in-order, reliable delivery of data. During normal operation, packets are removed from the ring by the sending node i.e., a source removal policy is used. While this limits the maximum throughput on the ring to the bandwidth of the links only, this policy has certain advantages in that sending nodes are always aware of tra c on the entire ring. Since each node can see all of the ring tra c, it is possible for nodes to monitor their individual contribution to ring tra c to ensure that the ring bu ers do not ll, and that ring tour time is bounded. The unique purge node in the segment removes any orphan packets that traverse the ring more than one time.
Bridge nodes may be used to connect segments, and redundant bridge nodes may be used to connect segments to meet the damage-tolerance requirements o f a m ulti-segmented network. For applications that require high levels of fault tolerance, it is possible to construct redundant copies of the ring. By adding channels to the network interface cards at each node and adding additional hubs or switches, up to four physically identical rings may b e constructed with the same set of nodes. In this manner, RTFC can be con gured to be dual, triple, or quad-redundant for fault tolerance. The communication path from one node to the next higher-numbered node in the ring goes through a single hub. While other hubs receive a copy of all packets and forward them, the receiving node only listens to one hub, usually the one with the lowest number if no damage has been sustained. If a node, hub, or communication link fails in an RTFC segment, then a process known as rostering determines the new logical ring. This ability t o recon gure the route between working nodes i.e., the logical ring, in real-time, after sustaining wide-scale damage, is a distinguishing characteristic of RTFC.
RTFC supports traditional unicast, multicast, and broadcast messaging between nodes. In addition, RTFC supports the concept of network cache. Network cache is memory in the network interface card that is mapped to the user address space and is accessible to the user either via direct memory access DMA or via copy b y the CPU. One use of network cache is to provide an e cient hardware implementation of distributed shared memory across the nodes in a segment. Each network interface card can support up to 256MB of network cache. Some portion of network cache is reserved for system use, depending on the version of system software running, but the remaining portion of network cache can be read or written by user processes running on any w orkstation in the network. Broadcast data written to network cache of any node appears in the network cache of all nodes on that segment within one ring-tour, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The ring-tour time is the time that it takes a micropacket to travel from the source around the ring one time. The total hardware latency to travel from the source around the ring one time can be calculated to be less than one millisecond on the largest ring at maximum distance 5 .
The data link layer in RTFC is de ned by the RTFC standard and replaces the FC-2 layer de ned in Fibre Channel. Data at the data link layer is transferred primarily using two sizes of hardware-generated micropackets. For signals and small messages, a xed-size, 12-byte 96 bit, micropacket is used 9 .
The data rate of RTFC can be calculated. RTFC sends at the standard Fibre Channel rate of approximately 1 Gbps. Fibre Channel uses 8B 10B data encoding, giving a user data rate of 1 Gbps * 80 = 800 Mbps. For each micropacket the percentage of data bits is 32 data bits 96 bits micropacket + 32 bits idle = 25. Therefore, the user data rate is approximately 200 Mbps. For longer messages, a high-payload micropacket longer than 12 bytes is supported in hardware that obtains up to 80 e ciency of the theoretical ber optic bandwidth. All testing was performed with rst generation hardware that only supports 96 bit micropackets.
Experimental Workstation and Network Platform
The workstations used in this study consists of three dual-processor VME busbased workstations, connected by a 3Com SuperStack II Hub 100 TX Fast Ethernet hub for 100Mbps tests and a VMEbus RTFC gigabit FiberHub. Each workstation is identi ed by an Ethernet network IP address and host name, and similarly by a n R TFC network IP address and host name.
A simple block diagram of the workstation hardware is shown in Figure 2 . Each of the three workstations has a Motorola MVME3600 VME processor module, as outlined by the dashed line in the gure. The MVME3600 consists of a processor memory module and a base module, assembled together to form a VMEbus board-level computer. The base module and processor memory modules are both 6U VME boards. The combination occupies two slots in a VME rack. The processor memory modules consists of two 200MHz PowerPC 604 processors and 64MB of memory. The processor modules have a 64-bit PCI connection to allow mating with the MVME3600 series of baseboards. The base I O module consists of a digital 2114X 10 100 Ethernet Fast Ethernet interface and video, I O, keyboard, and mouse connectors. The MVME761 transition module not shown in Figure 2 provides a connector access to 10 100 BaseT port. A P2 adapter not shown in Figure 2 routes the Ethernet signals to the MVME761 transition module. Each workstation is connected to the RTFC network via a V01PAK1-01A FiberLAN SBC network interface, each with 1MB of SRAM network cache memory. System software on the workstations is the IBM AIX 4.1.5 operating system. The MPICH implementation of the MPI Message Passing Interface is chosen as the application platform 4 . MPICH network communication that is based on TCP IP can be made to run over Fast Ethernet or over RTFC, depending on the host names that are speci ed in the proc group con guration le. The MPICH implementation of MPI provides unicast point-to-point communications, broadcast, and multicast collective communications. MPICH collective communications are implemented using point-to-point, which are implemented through message passing libraries built for the speci c hardware. The performance of the collective operations in MPICH is enhanced by the use of asynchronous non-blocking sends and receives where possible, and by using a tree-structured communication model where possible.
In addition to TCP IP, messaging is provided over RTFC via the Advanced MultiProcessor Multicomputer Distributed Computing AmpDC environment 2 , a product of Belobox Systems, Inc. However, an implementation of AmpDC middleware for RTFC w as not yet available for AIX. At the time of this study, a partial implementation of some RTFC primitive components for AIX were available, including a function to write data directly to network cache memory from local workstation memory using DMA or CPU access, and a function to read data directly from network cache to local workstation memory. Also available were two functions that return a pointer to the rst and last available long word location of user-managed network cache, respectively.
Standard benchmarking techniques were used throughout this study. All runs were executed for at least one hundred trials. The timings obtained were cleared of outliers by eliminating the bottom and top ten percent of readings. The network was isolated in that other tra c was eliminated and no other applications were running on the workstations at the time. Each call was executed a few times before the actual timed call was executed in order to eliminate time taken for setting up connections, loading of the cache, and other housekeeping functions. Measurements were made on both RTFC and Fast Ethernet.
Software Platform for Collective Communications
An experimental software platform was developed for evaluating the performance of MPI collective communications by using the network cache architecture 8 . Collective calls for broadcast, scatter, gather, allgather, alltoall were designed to work similarly to their corresponding MPI calls. These calls were implemented on the experimental platform by using the basic RTFC read and write calls.
In order to allow processes to not over-write each other's data, network cache was partitioned among the processes 6 . Each process writes to its area of network cache. Each process may read from one or more areas of network cache, depending on the speci c collective operation. An initialize function nds the rst and last location on network cache that is available to the user applications, and partitions the available memory equally among the processes. The assumption is made that at any given time there is only one parallel application i.e., MPI program executing, and that this application has access to all of network cache that is available to user programs. If there is a need to execute more than one parallel program at a time then an external scheduler should be used that will be responsible for the additional partitioning of network cache that would be required.
Collective calls are considered complete when the area of network cache used by the process can be reused. Since the experimental platform does not yet support interrupts at the receiving node via the RTFC primitives available at the time of these tests, there is a di culty i n h o w to signal a receiving node that a message has arrived. In order to demonstrate proof-of-concept, MPI messaging over Fast Ethernet is used in the prototype code to notify a set of nodes of the start of each collective operation and to synchronize nodes between collective operations.
In MPI, processes involved in a collective call can return as soon as their participation in the routine is completed. Completion means that the bu er i.e., the area of network cache used by the process is free to be used by other processes. The method for signaling completion of each of the calls varies depending on the operations being performed. In general, the sending processes write to network cache and inform all other processes where to nd the data in network cache, the receiving processes read the data from the network cache, and an MPI synchronization call ensures that the bu er is safe before it is re-used.
For example, in case of the broadcast, the root writes the contents of the send bu er to its area in network cache and sends the starting address to all other processes in the group. The other processes receive the address, read the information from network cache and write it to their local memory. Once the processes write the message to local memory, the send a completed message to the root which exits upon receing the complete message from all receivers.
As another example, in case of allgather, each process sends the start address to all other processes. That is, the address is allgathered to other processes. Once a process reads the contents of network cache it sends a completed message to the sending process, which then exits upon receiving the completed message. Figure 3 illustrates the ow of execution for allgather. Figure 4 illustrates the partitioning of network cache and the use of local memory for allgather. Similar algorithms are implemented for scatter, gather, and alltoall messaging. Performance measurements were conducted for the experimental code running over RTFC, and also for MPI over TCP IP on both RTFC and Fast Ethernet. The time from the start of the collective call until the completion of the last process is the metric used in this study 7 . Measurements were performed for broadcast, alltoall, allgather, scatter and gather, for two and three processes. Figure 5 gives the measurements for the broadcast operation between two nodes. With two processes the messaging reduces to sends and receives. Figure 5 shows that MPI performs well over TCP over RTFC in comparison to MPI over Fast Ethernet. The network cache implementation performs well for very small messages, but then poorly as the message size increases. This is expected, since with only two nodes involved in the messaging there is less advantage in using a broadcast network. There is some advantage in using network cache messaging in the case of small messages, but the prototype code for collective operations via network cache uses a separate step for distributing addresses and signalling that the bu er is free, even in the case of two processes. This extra step causes the network cache messaging to perform worse than the MPI over TCP over RTFC equivalent in the case of two nodes as the message size increases. Figure 6 illustrates the measurements for the broadcast operation between three nodes. Again, MPI performs well over TCP on RTFC in comparison to MPI on Fast Ethernet. This graph shows noticeable changes in slope in the MPI results at packet boundaries of approximately 1500, 3000, 4500, etc. The same Figure 7 illustrates the measurements for the gather operation between three nodes. As before, Figure 7 shows that MPI performs well over TCP over RTFC i n comparison to MPI over Fast Ethernet. Also, as in the case of broadcast for three processes, one per node, the network cache implementation does have a relative advantage over MPI messaging over TCP. Figure 8 illustrates the measurements for the scatter operation between three nodes, with similar results. Graphs for the other collective operations also show similar results but are not included here due to space limitations. The relatively higher rise in the line for messaging via writes to network cache is noticeable in each of the graphs and is the subject of further study. This e ect may be due to the combination of the beta nature of the current hardware and software platform and the experimental synchronization technique. In the current platform, a data transfer between host memory and network cache on the interface card must complete before control returns to the user application, even in the case of DMA access. As a result, in the current setup, noti cation of a sent message begins after the completion of the network cache write. In contrast, the TCP drivers on both platforms move the message in units of a framesize at a time, and allow for return to the user application while transfer is still being completed. This overlap gives greater e ciency for TCP over RTFC for larger message sizes as compared to direct network cache writes in the current setup. E ective use of DMA access to the network cache memory will be provided in the full implementation of the AmpDC middleware and nal RTFC product and will help to eliminate this source of ine ciency.
Conclusions and Future Work
The intent of this work is to investigate the performance of Real-Time Fiber Communications and its applicability a s a n i n terconnection technology for parallel computing. MPI over TCP on RTFC performs well, and better than MPI over TCP on Fast Ethernet. As in the case of other gigabit-speed networks, the improvement in performance is limited by the use of high-overhead protocols such as TCP.
Improvements for parallel collective operations may be obtained using the network cache architecture. The broadcast, multicast, and simple hardware distributed shared memory mechanisms provide the potential for improvement o f traditional MPI implementations of collective operations. The improvement i n performance is currently limited by the experimental design for collective communication in that it uses a separate messaging step for synchronization. In contrast, a full handshake synchronization technique is completely eliminated with a full RTFC implementation. In particular, e ective use of DMA access and the availability o f i n terrupt messages to remote nodes will allow these collective operations to be easily and e ciently implemented over RTFC.
One of the goals of this project is to create an implementation of MPI for network cache. Future e orts also include the further evaluation of methods for using the network cache as a platform for message passing. Related work includes study of the implementation and measurement of e cient collective communications and multicast mechanisms 3 . The RTFC Team is exploring many of the features and capabilities of RTFC, including the use of the AmpDC environment as a parallel programming environment, bounds and limitations of the RTFC rostering algorithm, and new techniques for ow control.
